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Abstract. We contribute to the refined understanding of the language-
logic-algebra interplay in the context of first-order properties of countable
words. We establish decidable algebraic characterizations of one vari-
able fragment of FO as well as boolean closure of existential fragment
of FO via a strengthening of Simon’s theorem about piecewise testable
languages. We propose a new extension of FO which admits infinitary
quantifiers to reason about the inherent infinitary properties of count-
able words. We provide a very natural and hierarchical block-product
based characterization of the new extension. We also explicate its role
in view of other natural and classical logical systems such as WMSO
and FO[cut] - an extension of FO where quantification over Dedekind-
cuts is allowed. We also rule out the possibility of a finite-basis for a
block-product based characterization of these logical systems. Finally,
we report simple but novel algebraic characterizations of one variable
fragments of the hierarchies of the new proposed extension of FO.
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1 Introduction

Over finite words, we have a foundational language-logic-algebra connection (see
[18,10]) which equates regular-expressions, MSO-logic, and (recognition by) fi-
nite monoids/automata. In fact, one can effectively associate, to a regular lan-
guage, its finite syntactic monoid. This canonical algebraic structure carries a
rich amount of information about the corresponding language. Its role is high-
lighted by the classical Schutzenberger-McNaughton-Papert theorem (see, for
instance, [11]) which shows that aperiodicity property of the syntactic monoid
coincides with describability using star-free expressions as well as definability in
First-Order (FO) logic. So, we arrive at a refined understanding of the language-
logic-algebra connection to an important subclass of regular languages: it equates
star-free regular expressions, FO-logic, and aperiodic finite monoids.

A variety of algebraic tools have been developed and crucially used to obtain
deeper insights. Some of these tools [11,15,17] are: ordered monoids, the so-
called Green’s relations, wreath/block products and related principles etc. Let
us mention Simon’s celebrated theorem [14] - which equates piecewise-testable
languages, Boolean closure of the existential fragment of FO-logic and J-trivial
finite monoids1. It is important to note that this is an effective characterization,

1 It refers to J - one of the fundamental Green’s relations
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that is, they provide a decidable characterization of the logical fragment. There
have been several results of this kind (see the survey [6]). Another particularly in-
teresting set of results is in the spirit of the fundamental Krohn-Rhodes theorem.
These results establish a block-product based decompositional characterization
of a logical fragment and have many important applications [15]. The prominent
examples are a characterization of FO-logic (resp. FO2, the two-variable frag-
ment) in terms of strongly (resp. weakly) iterated block-products of copies of
the unique 2-element aperiodic monoid.

One of the motivations for this work is to establish similar results in the the-
ory of regular languages of countable words. We use the overarching algebraic
framework developed in the seminal work [4] to reason about languages of count-
able words. This framework extends the language-logic-algebra interplay to the
setting of countable words. It develops fundamental algebraic structures such as
finite ~-monoids and ~-algebras and equates MSO-definability with recogniz-
ability by these algebraic structures. A detailed study of a variety of sub-logics
of MSO over countable words is carried out in [5]. This study also extends clas-
sical Green’s relations to ~-algebras and makes heavy use of it. Of particular
interest to us are the results about algebraic equational characterizations of FO,
FO[cut] – an extension of FO that allows quantification over Dedekind cuts and
WMSO – an extension of FO that allows quantification over finite sets. A decid-
able algebraic characterization of FO2 over countable words is also presented in
[9]. Another recent development [1] is the seamless integration of block products
into the countable setting. The work introduces the block product operation
of the relevant algebraic structures and establishes an appealing block prod-
uct principle. Further, it naturally extends the above-mentioned block product
characterizations of FO and FO2 to countable words.

In this work, we begin our explorations into the small fragments of FO over
countable words, guided by the choice of results in [6]. We arrive at the language-
logic-algebra connection for FO1 – the one variable fragment of FO. Coupled with
earlier results about FO2 and FO=FO3 (see [7]), this completes our algebraic
understanding of FO fragments defined by the number of permissible variables.
We next extend Simon’s theorem on piecewise testable languages to countable
words and provide a natural algebraic characterization of the Boolean closure
of the existential-fragment of FO. Fortunately or unfortunately, depending on
the point of view, this landscape of small fragments of FO over countable words
parallels very closely the same landscape over finite words. This can be attributed
to the limited expressive power of FO over countable words. For instance, Bès
and Carton [3] showed that the seemingly natural ‘finiteness’ property (that the
set of all positions is a finite set) of countable words can not be expressed in FO!

One of the main contributions of this work is the introduction of new in-
finitary quantifiers to FO. The works [2,8] also extend FO over arbitrary struc-
tures by cardinality/finitary-counting quantifiers and studies decidable theories
thereof. An extension of FO over finite and ω-words by modulus-counting quan-
tifiers is algebraically characterized in [16]. The main purpose of our new quan-
tifiers is to naturally allow expression of infinitary features which are inherent in
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the countable setting and study the resulting definable formal languages in the
algebraic framework of [4]. An example formula using such an infinitary quan-
tifier is: ∃∞1x : a(x) ∧ ¬∃∞1x : b(x). In its natural semantics, this formula with
one variable asserts that there are infinitely many a-labelled positions and only
finitely many b-labelled positions. We propose an extension of FO called FO[∞]
that supports first-order infinitary quantifiers of the form ∃∞kx to talk about
existence of higher-level infinitely (more accurately, Infinitary rank k) many
witnesses x. We organize FO[∞] in a natural hierarchy based on the maximum
allowed infinitary-level of the quantifiers.

We now summarize the key technical results of this paper. We establish a
hierarchical block product based characterization of FO[∞]. Towards this, we
identify an appropriate simple family of ~-algebras and show that this family
(in fact, its initial fragments) serve as a basis in our hierarchical block product
based characterization. We establish that FO[∞] properties can be expressed
simultaneously in FO[cut] as well as WMSO. We also show that the language-
logic-algebra connection for FO1 admits novel generalizations to the one variable
fragments of the new extension of FO. We finally present ‘no finite block product
basis’ theorems for our FO extensions, FO[cut], and the class FO[cut]∩WMSO.
This is in contrast with [1] where the unique 2-element ~-algebra is a basis for
a block-product based characterization of FO.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls basic notions
about countable words and summarizes the necessary algebraic background from
the framework [4]. Section 3 deals with the small fragments of FO: FO1 and
the Boolean closure of the existential fragment of FO. Section 4 contains the
extensions FO[∞] and results relevant to it. Section 5 is concerned with ‘no
finite block product basis’ theorems.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we briefly recall the algebraic framework developed in [4].

Countable words A countable linear ordering (or simply ordering) α = (X,<)
is a non-empty countable set X equipped with a total order: X is the domain
of α. An ordering β = (Y,<) is called a subordering of α if Y ⊆ X and the
order on Y is induced from that of X. We denote by ω, ω∗, δ, η the orderings
(N, <), (−N, <), (Z, <), (Q, <) respectively. A Dedekind cut (or simply a cut) is
a left-closed subset Y ⊆ X of α. Given disjoint linear orderings (βi)i∈α indexed
with a linear ordering α, their generalized sum

∑
i∈α βi is the linear ordering

over the union of the domains of the βi’s, with the order defined by x < y if
either x ∈ βi and y ∈ βj with i < j, or x, y ∈ βi for some i, and x < y in βi. The
book [12] contains a detailed study of linear orderings.

An alphabet Σ is a finite set of symbols called letters. Given a linear ordering
α, a countable word (henceforth called word) over Σ of domain α is a mapping
w : α→ Σ. The domain of a word is denoted dom(w). For a subset I ⊆ dom(w),
w|I denotes the subword got by restricting w to the domain I. If I is an interval
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(∀x, y ∈ I, x < z < y → z ∈ I) then w|I is called a factor of w. The set of
all words is denoted Σ~ and the set of all non-empty (resp. finite) words Σ⊕

(resp. Σ∗). A language (of countable words) is a subset of Σ~. The generalized
concatenation of the words (wi)i∈α indexed by a linear ordering α is

∏
i∈α wi

and denotes the word w of domain
∑
i∈α βi where βi are disjoint and such that

w|βi
is isomorphic to wi for all i ∈ α.

The empty word ε, is the only word of empty domain. The omega power of
a word w is defined as wω ::=

∏
i∈ω w. The omega∗ power of a word w, denoted

by wω
∗
, is the concatenation of omega∗ many w’s. The perfect shuffle for a non-

empty finite set of letters A ⊆ Σ (denoted by Aη) is a word of domain (Q, <) in
which only letters from A occur and, all non-empty and non-singleton intervals
contain at least one occurrence of each letter in A. This word is unique up to
isomorphism [13]. We can extend the notion of perfect shuffle to a finite set of
words W = {w1, . . . , wk}. We define W η to be

∏
i∈Q wf(i) where f : (Q, <) →

{1, 2, . . . , k} is the unique perfect shuffle over the set of letters {1, 2, . . . , k}.

The algebra A ~-monoid M = (M, id, π) is a set M equipped with an opera-
tion π, called the product, from M~ to M , that satisfies π(a) = a for all a ∈M ,
and the generalized associativity property: for every words ui over M with i
ranging over a countable linear ordering α, π

(∏
i∈α ui

)
= π

(∏
i∈α π(ui)

)
. We

reserve the notation id for the identity element id = π(ε); it is called the neutral
element in [4]. An example of a ~-monoid is the free ~-monoid (Σ~, ε,

∏
) over

the alphabet Σ with the product being the generalized concatenation. Now we
discuss some natural algebraic notions. A morphism from a ~-monoid (M, id, π)
to a ~-monoid (M ′, id′, π′) is a map h : M →M ′ such that, for every w ∈M~,
h(π(w)) = π′(h̄(w)) where h̄ is the pointwise extension of h to words. We skip
the notions sub-~-monoid and direct products since they are as expected. We
say M = (M, id, π) divides M′ = (M ′, id′, π′) if there exists a sub ~-monoid
M′′ = (M ′′, id′′, π′′) of M′ and a surjective morphism from M′′ to M.

A ~-monoid M = (M, id, π) is said to be finite if M is so. Note that, even
for a finite ~-monoid, the product operation π has an infinitary description.
It turns out that π can be captured using finitely presentable derived opera-
tions. Corresponding to a ~-monoid (M, id, π) there is an induced ~-algebra
M = (M, id, ·, τ , τ ∗,κ) where the operations are defined as following: for all
a, b ∈ M , a·b = π(ab), aτ = π(aω), aτ

∗
= π(aω

∗
) and for all ∅ 6= E ⊆ M ,

Eκ = π(Eη). These derived operators satisfy certain natural axioms; see [4] for
more details. It has been established in [4] that an arbitrary finite ~-algebra
M = (M, id, ·, τ , τ ∗,κ) satisfying these natural axioms is induced by a unique
~-monoid M = (M, id, π). We later introduce the notion of an evaluation tree
which aids this correspondence. It is rather straightforward to define the notions
of morphisms, subalgebras, direct-products as well as division for ~-algebras.

It follows from the definition of a ~-algebra M = (M, id, ·, τ , τ ∗,κ) that
(M, id, ·) is a monoid, that is the operation · is associative with identity id. For
a singleton set E = {m}, we write mκ = {m}κ. Notice that for all m ∈ M ,
m·id = id·m = m and for all ∅ 6= E ⊆ M , Eκ = (E ∪ {id})κ. Further,
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idτ = idτ
∗

= idκ = id. As a result, in our definitions of ~-algebras later in the
paper, we restrict the descriptions of derived operators to M \ {id}.

An evaluation tree over a word u ∈ M~\{ε} is a tree T = (T, h) such that
every branch/path of T is of finite length and where every vertex in T is a factor
of u, the root is u and h : T →M is a map such that:

– A leaf is a singleton letter a ∈M such that h(a) = a.

– Internal nodes have either two or ω or ω∗ or Q many children.

– If w has children v1 and v2, then w = v1v2 and h(w) = h(v1)·h(v2).

– If w has ω many children 〈v1, v2, . . . 〉, then there is an idempotent2 e such
that e = h(vi) for all i ≥ 1, and w =

∏
i∈ω vi and h(w) = eτ .

– If w has ω∗ many children 〈. . . , v−2, v−1〉, then there is an idempotent f such
that f = h(vi) for all i ≤ −1, and w =

∏
i∈ω∗ vi and h(w) = fτ

∗
.

– If w has Q many children 〈vi〉i∈Q, then w =
∏
i∈Q vi where for the perfect

shuffle f over an E = {a1, . . . , ak} ⊆M , h(vi) = af(i), and h(w) = Eκ.

The value of T is defined to be h(u). It was shown in [4, Proposition 8 and 9]
that every word u has an evaluation tree and the values of two evaluation trees
of u are equal and they are equal to π(u). Therefore, a ~-algebra defines the gen-
eralized associativity product π : M~ →M . The correspondence between finite
~-monoids and ~-algebras permits interchangeability; we exploit it implicitly.

A morphism from the free ~-monoid Σ~ to M is described (determined)
by a map h′ : Σ → M ; we simply write h′ : Σ → M. With h′ also denoting
its pointwise extension h′ : Σ~ → M~, given a word u ∈ Σ~, we can use the
evalution tree over the word h′(u) ∈ M~ to obtain π(h′(u)) ∈ M . By further
abuse of notation, h′ : Σ~ → M also denotes the morphism which sends u to
π(h′(u)). We say that L is recognized by M if there exists a map/morphism
h′ : Σ~ →M~ such that L = h′−1(h′(L)). The fundamental result of [4] states
that regular languages (MSO definable languages) are exactly those recognized
by finite ~-monoids (equivalently ~-algebras). It is important to note that, every
regular language L is associated a finite (canonical/minimal) syntactic ~-monoid
which divides every ~-monoid that recognizes L. Further, it can be represented
as a ~-algebra from a finite description of L.

Example 1. The ~-monoid U1 = ({id, 0}, id, π) and its induced ~-algebra are
shown on the left and right respectively.

π(u) =

{
id if u ∈ {id}~

0 otherwise

id 0 τ τ ∗

id id 0 id id

0 0 0 0 0
Sκ =

{
id if S = {id}
0 otherwise

Let Σ = {a, b} and L be the set of words which contain an occurence of letter a.
It is easy to see that the map h : Σ → U1 sending h(a) = 0, h(b) = id recognizes
L as L = h−1(0). In fact, U1 is the syntactic ~-monoid of L.

2 An idempotent is an element e where e·e = e
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Example 2. Consider the ~-algebra Gap= ({id, [ ], ( ], [ ), ( ), g}, id, ·, τ , τ ∗,κ).
We let Σ = {a} and define the map h : Σ → Gap as h(a) = [ ]. The resulting
morphism maps a word u to h(u) = g iff the word u admits a gap; that is
a cut with no maximum and its complement has no minimum. Other words
are mapped to their right ‘ends-type’: for instance, h(u) = [ ) iff dom(u) has
a minimum and no maximum. For a word v = aωaω

∗
, the pointwise extension

v′ = h(v) = [ ]
ω
[ ]
ω∗ . An example evaluation tree T for v′ consists of root with

two children. The left (resp. right) child has ω (resp. ω∗) many children [ ] and
has value [ ]τ (resp. [ ]τ

∗
). As a result, the value of T is [ ]τ ·[ ]τ

∗
= [ )·( ] = g.

· [ ] [ ) ( ] ( ) g τ τ ∗

[ ] [ ] [ ) [ ] [ ) g [ ) ( ]

[ ) [ ] [ ) g g g [ ) ( )

( ] ( ] ( ) ( ] ( ) g ( ) ( ]

( ) ( ] ( ) g g g g g
g g g g g g g g

Sκ =

{
id if S = {id}
g otherwise

We can characterize sets of ~-monoids using identities. For example, we say
that U1 satisfies commutative equation x·y = y·x. This means that the equation
holds for any assignment of elements in the ~-monoids to the variables x and y.
Like in the case of monoids, the set of ~-monoids satisfying a set of equations
are closed under subsemigroup, division and direct product [5].

The block product of ~-monoids M and N, is denoted by M�N and is the

semidirect product of M and K = NM×M with respect to the canonical left and
right ‘action’ of M on K. The details are given in [1]. The block product principle
characterizes languages defined by block product of ~-monoids. Towards this,
fix a map h : Σ → M�N such that h(a) = (ma, fa) where ma ∈ M and
fa : M×M → N . The map h1 : Σ →M setting h1(a) = ma defines a morphism
h1 : Σ~ → M . We define the transducer σ : Σ~ → (M × Σ ×M)~ as follows:
let u ∈ Σ~ with domain α. The word u′ = σ(u) has domain α and for a position
x ∈ α, u′(x) = (h1(u<x), u(x), h1(u>x)). Here u<x (resp. u>x)) is the subword
of u on positions strictly less (resp. greater) than x.

Proposition 1 (Block Product Principle [1]). Let L ⊆ Σ~ be recognized
by h : Σ → M�N Then L is a boolean combination of languages of the form
L1 and σ−1(L2) where L1 and L2 are recognized by M and N respectively and
σ : Σ~ → (M ×Σ ×M)~ is a state-based transducer.

3 Small fragments of FO

In this section, we focus on two particularly small fragments of first-order logic
interpreted over countable words. First-order logic uses variables x, y, z, . . . which
are interpreted as positions in the domain of a word. The syntax of first-order
logic (FO) is: x < y | a(x) | φ1 ∧ φ2 | φ1 ∨ φ2 | ¬φ | ∃x φ, for all a ∈ Σ.

We skip the natural semantics. A language L of countable words is said to
be FO-definable if there exists an FO-sentence φ such L = {u ∈ Σ~ | u |= φ}.
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Recall that the classical Schutzenberger-McNaughton-Papert theorem char-
acterizes FO-definabilty of a regular language of finite words in terms of aperi-
odicity of its finite syntactic monoid. The survey [6] presents similar decidable
characterizations of several interesting small fragments of FO-logic such as FO1,
FO2, B(∃∗) – boolean closure of the existential first-order logic. It is known [7]
that, over finite as well as countable words, FO = FO3. As mentioned in the
introduction, over countable words, we already have decidable algebraic charac-
terizations of FO3 from [5] and FO2 from [9]. Here we identify decidable algebraic
characterizations, over countable words, for FO1 and B(∃∗).

3.1 FO with single variable

The fragment FO1 has access to only one variable. We recall that over finite
words a regular language is FO1-definable iff its syntactic monoid is commutative
and idempotent. We henceforth focus our attention to FO1 on countable words.

Clearly, FO1 can recognize all words with a particular letter. With a single
variable the logic cannot talk about order of letters or count the number of
occurrence of a letter. This gives an intuition that the syntactic ~-monoid of a
language definable in FO1 is commutative and idempotent.

We say that a ~-algebra M = (M, id, ·, τ , τ ∗,κ) is shuffle-trivial if it satisfies
the equational identity:

{x1, . . . , xp}κ = x1·x2· . . . ·xp

Then M is commutative: x·y = {x, y}κ = {y, x}κ = y·x. Moreover, every
element of M is a shuffle-idempotent: for all m ∈M,mκ = m. It is a consequence
of the axioms of a ~-algebra that a shuffle-idempotent is an idempotent.

Theorem 1. Let L ⊆ Σ~ be a regular language. The following are equivalent.

1. L is recognized by some finite shuffle-trivial ~-algebra.
2. L is a boolean combination of languages of the form B~ where B ⊆ Σ.
3. L is definable in FO1.
4. L is recognized by direct product of U1s.
5. The syntactic ~-algebra of L is shuffle-trivial.

Proof.
(1 ⇒ 2) Let L be recognized by h : Σ~ → M where M = (M, id, ·, τ , τ ∗,κ)
is a shuffle-trivial ~-algebra. Note that, by ~-algebra axioms, for any m ∈ M ,
we have mκ·mκ = mκ. If m is a shuffle-idempotent, that is if mκ = m, we get
that m = m·m. Thus a shuffle-idempotent is necessarily an idempotent. So M is
a commutative, shuffle-idempotent (and hence idempotent) ~-algebra, meaning
its every element is a shuffle-idempotent (and hence an idempotent).

Consider an arbitrary word u ∈ Σ~ and let alpha(u) ⊆ Σ be the set of let-
ters in the word u. We show that h(u) = h(a1)· . . . ·h(an) where {a1, . . . , an} =
alpha(u). For the empty word, it is trivially true. For any non-empty word, the
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proof uses evaluation trees introduced in Section 2. Let T = (T, h) be an evalua-
tion tree over u. We show by induction on the tree that h(v) = h(a1)· . . . ·h(an)
where {a1, . . . , an} = alpha(v) for all nodes v in the tree. Consider a node v of
the tree.

1. Case v is a letter: The induction hypothesis clearly holds.
2. Case v is a concatenation of words v1 and v2: This is same as in the classical

finite word case. The induction hypothesis holds since it holds for both v1
and v2, and since all elements of M are idempotents, and commutative.

3. Case v is an omega sequence of words 〈v1, v2, . . . 〉 such that there exists
an e ∈ M and h(vi) = e for all i ≥ 1 and h(v) = eτ . Since from the
axioms of ~-algebra eκ = (eκ)τ we have h(v) = e. Clearly there is a k ≥ 1
such that alpha(v1v2 . . . vk) = alpha(v) and therefore it suffices to show that
h(v1v2 . . . vk) = h(v). This is true, since e is an idempotent h(v1v2 . . . vk) =
h(v1)·h(v2)· . . . ·h(vk) = e.

4. Case v is an omega∗ sequence of words: This is symmetric to the case above.
The induction hypothesis follows from the following axiom of ~-monoid:
eκ = (eκ)τ

∗

5. Case v is a perfect shuffle such that h(v) = {b1, . . . , bk}κ. By the shuffle-
trivial property, we have h(v) = b1· . . . ·bk. Let v =

∏
i∈Q vi where h(vi) ∈

{b1, . . . , bk}. By induction hypothesis h(vi) = h(ai1)· . . . ·h(ain) where alpha(vi) =
{ai1, . . . , ain}. Let l ≥ k and j1, j2, . . . , jl ∈ Q be such that we get the fol-
lowing: {h(vj1), h(vj2), . . . , h(vjl)} = {b1, . . . , bk} and alpha(vj1 . . . vjl) =
alpha(v). Let w = vj1 . . . vjl . Since elements of M are commutative and
idempotents, h(v) = h(w) = h(vj1)· . . . ·h(vjl). This shows that the induction
hypothesis also holds in this case, as it reduces to the finite concatenation
case.

The induction hypothesis, therefore, holds for any word u ∈ A~. So L is union
of equivalence classes defined by the finite index relation {(u, v) | alpha(u) =
alpha(v)}. All these classes are boolean combination of languages of the form
B~ for some B ⊆ Σ, as seen below.

{u | alpha(u) = B} = B~ \

(⋃
b∈B

(B \ {b})~
)

(2⇒ 3) Note that B~ is expressed by the FO1 formula ∀x∨a∈B a(x). The claim
follows from boolean closure of FO1.
(3⇒ 4) Due to the restriction of a single variable, any formula φ(x) is a boolean
combination of atomic letter predicates. Since a position in a word can have ex-
actly one letter, any non-trivial formula φ(x) is a disjunction of letter predicates,
e.g. a(x)∨b(x). A language defined by the sentence ∃x (a(x)∨b(x)) is recognized
by the ~-monoid U1 via h : Σ → U1 that maps a, b to 0 ∈ U1 and every other
letter to id ∈ U1. A language defined by boolean combination of such sentences
can be recognized by direct products of U1.
(4⇒ 5) The syntactic ~-monoid of L divides any ~-monoid that recognizes L;
so it divides a direct product of finitely many U1. It is almost trivially verified
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that ~-monoid U1 is commutative and shuffle-trivial. Since these properties are
equivalent to a set of identities and identities are preserved under direct product
and division, we get that the syntactic ~-monoid of L is commutative and shuffle-
trivial.
(5 ⇒ 1) The syntactic ~-algebra of L is finite because L is a regular language.
Also, it is commutative and shuffle-trivial by assumption, and a language is
always recognized by its syntactic ~-algebra. So this direction trivially holds.

ut

We point out an interesting connection of the above result to the block prod-
uct based characterizations from [1]. As shown there, FO3(resp. FO2) are char-
acterized by strongly (resp. weakly) iterated block products of copies of U1. In
the same spirit, FO1 is characterized by direct-products of copies of U1.

3.2 Boolean closure of existential FO

Let us first recall the characterization of B(∃∗) - the boolean closure of existen-
tial FO over finite words. This is precisely the content of the theorem due to
Simon [14]. The usual presentation of Simon’s theorem refers to piecewise testable
languages which are easily seen to be equivalent to B(∃∗)-definable languages.
Simon’s theorem states that a regular language of finite words is B(∃∗)-definable
iff its syntactic monoid is J-trivial. We recall that a monoid M is J-trivial if
and only if for all m,n ∈ M , MmM = MnM implies m = n. In short, the
Green’s equivalence relation J on M is the equality relation. We refer to [11] for
a detailed study of Green’s relations and its use in the proof of Simon’s theorem.

The original proof of Simon’s theorem uses the congruence ∼n, parametrized
by n ∈ N, on finite words Σ∗: for u, v ∈ Σ∗, u ∼n v if u and v have the same
set of subwords of length less than or equal to n. Note that ∼n has finite index.
It turns out that the finite quotient monoid Σ∗/ ∼n is J-trivial. Furthermore,
every finite J-trivial monoid is a quotient of the Σ∗/ ∼m for an appropriate
choice of Σ and m ∈ N. It is known [17] that a finite monoid (M, ·) is J-trivial
iff it satisfies the (profinite) identities3: x! = x·x! and (x·y)! = (y·x)!. See the
proof of the following theorem in [11, Theorem 3.13].

Theorem 2 (Simon’s theorem [11]). Let M = (M, id, ·) be a J-trivial
monoid. Consider the morphism h : Σ∗ 7→M. Then there exists an n such that
for all u, v ∈ Σ∗, u ∼n v implies h(u) = h(v).

We fix n ∈ N and work with ∼n defined on countable words Σ~: for u, v ∈
Σ~, u ∼n v if u and v have the same set of subwords of length less than or equal
to n. It is immediate that ∼n is an equivalence relation on Σ~ of finite index.
We let Sn = Σ~/ ∼n denote the finite set of ∼n-equivalence classes. For a word
w, [w]n denotes the ∼n-equivalence class which contains w.

Lemma 1. There is a natural well-defined product operation π : S~
n → Sn as

follows: π
(∏

i∈α[wi]n

)
=
[∏

i∈α wi
]
n

. This operation π satisfies the generalized

associativity property. As a result, Sn = (Sn, id = [ε]n, π) is a ~-monoid.
3 We denote the unique idempotent power of m by m!
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Proof. Let w =
∏
i∈α wi and w′ =

∏
i∈α w

′
i where wi ∼n w′i for all i ∈ α. To

prove π is well-defined, we show that π(w) = π(w′). It suffices to show that all
subwords of w of length less than or equal to n ∈ N are also subwords of w′.

Consider an arbitrary subword u of w that is of length less than or equal to
n. If u is the empty subword, it also is a subword of w′. Otherwise, we can break
u into non-empty factors u = u1u2 . . . uk where k ≤ n and uj (for 1 ≤ j ≤ k) is a
subword of wij (ij < ij′ whenever j < j′). Since wij ∼n w′ij and |uj | ≤ |u| ≤ n,

we have u is a subword of w′ as well. Therefore, π is well-defined.
Now we turn to the issue of proving generalized associativity property of π.

Let u =
∏
i∈α ui where ui =

∏
j∈αi

[vj ]n and α is any countable linear ordering.
We have π(ui) = [

∏
j∈αi

vj ]n and hence

π(
∏
i∈α

π(ui)) =

∏
i∈α

(
∏
j∈αi

vj)


n

= π(u)

This completes the proof. ut

Note that the lemma implies that hn : Σ~ → Sn mapping w to [w]n is a
morphism of ~-monoids.

Lemma 2. Every countable word u has a finite subword û such that u ∼n û.

Proof. Let u be an arbitrary countable word and let W be the set of subwords
of length n or less in u. For a v ∈ W identify one set Xv ⊆ dom(u) such that
v = u|Xv . Let X = ∪v∈WXv and û = u|X the subword corresponding to u
restricted to the finite set of positions in X. Then, u ∼n û. ut

We say that a ~-algebra is shuffle-power-trivial if it satisfies the (profinite)
identity:

{x1, . . . , xp}κ = (x1·x2· . . . ·xp)!

Note that, every idempotent of such a ~-algebra is a shuffle-idempotent:
x! = x implies xκ = x. Moreover it satisfies the identities for J-trivial: (x·y)! =
{x, y}κ = {y, x}κ = (y·x)! and x! = x·x! follows from the axioms of ~-algebra
and x! = xκ = (xκ)κ = (xκ)τ = (x!)τ = xτ = x·xτ . It follows that shuffle-
power-trivial ~-algebras are aperiodic.

Theorem 3. Let L ⊆ Σ~ be a regular language. The following are equivalent.

1. L is recognized by a finite shuffle-power-trivial ~-algebra.
2. L is recognized by the quotient morphism hn : Σ~ → Sn for some n.
3. L is definable in B(∃∗).
4. The syntactic ~-algebra of L is shuffle-power-trivial.

Proof.
(1 ⇒ 2) Let L be recognized by h : Σ~ → M where M = (M, id, ·, τ , τ ∗,κ)
is a shuffle-power-trivial ~-algebra. Since the identities are preserved in sub-
~-algebra, we can assume h to be surjective. Consider the restriction of h to the
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free monoid Σ∗ resulting in the induced monoid morphism, also denoted h by
slight abuse of notation, h : Σ∗ → (M, id, ·). By the identities of the ~-algebra
M, this morphism is surjective.

By Simon’s theorem, there exists n ∈ N, such that (M, id, ·) is a quotient
of Σ∗/∼n and u ∼n v implies h(u) = h(v) thereby creating the quotienting
morphism defined by mapping [u]n 7→ h(u). This implies in our morphism
h : Σ~ → M, for all finite words u, v, we have u ∼n v implies h(u) = h(v).
Note that by Lemma 2, for every countable word w there exists a finite subword
of it, ŵ such that w ∼n ŵ. We now show that h(w) = h(ŵ). In the remainder of
this proof, û for a countable word u denotes a subword of u such that u ∼n û
where existence of û is ensured by Lemma 2.

If w is the empty word, then ŵ is also the empty word, and the property
holds. Otherwise, let T = (T, h) be an evaluation tree over w. We prove by
induction on the tree that for every node v of the tree, h(v) = h(v̂).

1. Case v is a letter: The induction hypothesis clearly holds by taking v̂ = v.

2. Case v is a concatenation of words v1 and v2: Note that v̂1 ∼n v1 and
v̂2 ∼n v2 implies v̂1v̂2 ∼n v1v2 and also v̂1v̂2 is a finite subword of v1v2. By
induction hypothesis, h(v1) = h(v̂1) and h(v2) = h(v̂2). Hence h(v1v2) =
h(v̂1v̂2). This proves the induction hypothesis holds in this case.

3. Case v is an omega sequence of words 〈v1, v2, . . . 〉 such that there exists an
idempotent e ∈M and h(vi) = e for all i ≥ 1 and h(v) = eτ . Since from the
axioms of ~-algebra eκ = (eκ)τ we have h(v) = e. Because there are only
finitely many words of length less than or equal to n, clearly there is a k ≥ 1
such that v1v2 . . . vk ∼n v. Let us denote v1v2 . . . vk by v′. Note that since
e is an idempotent, h(v′) = e = h(v). Also by the induction hypothesis and
the concatenation case already seen above, h(v′) = h(v̂′). By transitivity, v̂′

is a finite subword of v that is ∼n equivalent to it, and h(v) = h(v′) = h(v̂′).
This proves the induction hypothesis for this case.

4. Case v is an omega∗ sequence of words: This is symmetric to the case above.
The induction hypothesis follows from the following axiom of ~-monoid:
eκ = (eκ)τ

∗

5. Case v is a perfect shuffle such that h(v) = {b1, . . . , bk}κ. By the shuffle-
power-trivial property, we have h(v) = (b1· . . . ·bk)!. Let v =

∏
i∈Q vi where

h(vi) ∈ {b1, . . . , bk}. By induction hypothesis h(vi) = h(v̂1). Since there are
only finitely many words of length less than or equal to n, there exists l ≥ k
and j1, j2, . . . , jl ∈ Q such that we get the following: {h(vj1), h(vj2), . . . , h(vjl)} =
{b1, . . . , bk} and vj1 . . . vjl ∼n v. Let w = vj1 . . . vjl . Let wm be a finite power
of w such that h(wm) = h(w)!. Since the ~-monoid satisfies the J-trivial
identity (x·y)! = (y·x)!, we have that h(wm) = h(v) and wm is a finite
subword of v that is ∼n-equivalent to v. This shows that the induction hy-
pothesis also holds in this case.

Now for any two countable words u and v, if u ∼n v, then h(u) = h(û) = h(v̂) =
h(v) where the middle equality is from the classical result of Simon mentioned
before. Having shown that u ∼n v implies h(u) = h(v), it now immediately
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follows that L is a boolean combination of ∼n equivalence classes and hence is
recognized by a morphism to Σ~/∼n.

(2 ⇒ 1) Let [x]nJ [y]n for some x, y ∈ Σ~. There exists [u]n, [v]n, [u
′]n, [v

′]n
such that [u]n·[x]n·[v]n = [y]n and [u′]n·[y]n·[v′]n = [x]n. In other words, uxv ∼n
y and u′yv′ ∼n x. This implies x ∼n y, that is, [x]n = [y]n. This proves Σ~/∼n
is J-trivial.

It is not difficult to see that {u1, . . . , up}η ∼n (u1u2 . . . up)
n. This means

{[u1]n, . . . , [up]n}κ = ([u1]n . . . [up]n)!.
(2⇒ 3) Every equivalence class of ∼n is clearly definable in B(∃∗).
(3⇒ 2) Let L be recognized by the formula α ::= ∃x1, . . . , xnϕ(x1, . . . , xn).

We show that for an u ∼n v, u |= α if and only if v |= α. Consider an assignment
s which assigns the variables xis to a position in the domain of u such that
u, s |= ϕ. Note that since ϕ is a quantifier free formula it is a boolean combination
of formulas of the form xi < xj , xi = xj and a(xi). LetX = {s(xi) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ⊆
dom(u) be the set of n points which are assigned to the xis. Since u ∼n v, there
is a set Y ⊆ dom(v) of n points such that u|X = v|Y . Consider an assignment
ŝ to variables xi to positions in Y such that s(xi) < s(xj) iff ŝ(xi) < ŝ(xj).
Clearly such an assignment satisfies v, ŝ |= ϕ since the ordering between the
variables and the letter positions are preserved. Therefore we get that u |= α
implies v |= α. A symmetric argument shows that other direction too.

(4⇒ 1) This is a trivial observation.
(1⇒ 4) This follows from the fact that identities are preserved under division.

ut

3.3 Summary of FO subclasses

We summarize the results of this section and known results from the literature.

Logic Identity Decomposition

FO1 shuffle-trivial ×(U1)
B(∃∗) shuffle-power-trivial Sn

FO2 ~-DA [9] wbp(U1) [1]

FO xτ ·xτ
∗

= x and shuffle simple [5] bp(U1) [1]

4 First Order Logic with infinitary quantifiers

Our results in the previous section resemble very closely the corresponding results
over finite words. This can be attributed to the limited capability of the operators
τ , τ ∗ and κ in the ~-monoids we witnessed. As mentioned in the Introduction,
FO cannot define the language of infinite number of a’s. An existential quantifier
is a threshold counting quantifier - it says there exists at least one position
satisfying a property. Using multiple such first-order quantifiers, FO can count
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up to any finite constant but not more. Over countable words, it is natural to ask
for stronger threshold quantifiers. We introduce natural infinite extensions of the
existential quantifier. These quantifiers can distinguish ordinals in the infinite.

We define I0 to be the set of all non-empty finite orderings. For any number
n ∈ N, we define the set In to be the set of all orderings of the form

∑
i∈Z αi

where αi ∈ In−1 ∪ {ε} and is closed under finite sum. We define the Infinitary
rank (or simply rank) of a linear ordering α (denoted by I-rank(α)) as the
least n (if it exists) where α ∈ In. If there is no such n we say that the rank
is infinite. For example, I-rank(ω) = I-rank(ω + ω) = I-rank(ω∗ + ω) = 1,
I-rank(ω2) = I-rank(ω2 + ω∗) = 2, and the rank of rational numbers is infinite.

We introduce the logic FO[∞] extending FO with infinitary quantifiers :
∃∞0x ϕ | ∃∞1x ϕ | . . . | ∃∞nx ϕ | . . . for all n ∈ N.

id

0

∆0-chain

Note that all the variables are first order. The semantics
of the infinitary quantifier ∃∞nx for an n ≥ 0 is: for a word
w and an assignment s, we say w, s |= ∃∞nx ϕ if there exists
a subordering X ⊆ dom(w) such that I-rank(X) = n and
w, s[x = i] |= ϕ for all i ∈ X. For example, ∃∞0x ϕ is
equivalent to ∃x ϕ since both formulas are true if and only
if there is at least one satisfying assignment x = s.

id

0

1

n

Fig. 1: ∆n-chain

The logic FO[(∞j)j≤n] denote the fragment containing
only the infinitary quantifiers ∃∞jx for all j ≤ n. Clearly the
following relationship is maintained among the logics:

FO = FO[(∞j)j≤0] ⊆ FO[(∞j)j≤1] ⊆ FO[(∞j)j≤2] ⊆ . . .

We also denote by FO1[(∞j)j≤n] the corresponding one vari-
able fragment of FO[(∞j)j≤n].

Example 3. The formula ∃∞1x a(x) denotes the set of all
countable words with infinitely many positions labelled a.
Since FO cannot express this, it shows FO ( FO[(∞j)j≤1].

For an n ≥ 0, we define the~-algebra∆n-chains as: ({id, 0, 1, . . . , n}, id, ·, τ , τ ∗,κ)
where for all 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, i·j = j·i = max(i, j) = j and for all 0 ≤ k < n,
kτ = kτ

∗
= k + 1 and nτ = nτ

∗
= n. That is, kτ = kτ

∗
= min(k + 1, n)

Moreover, idκ = id and Sκ = n for any S where S\{id} 6= ∅.

∆n ::= ({id, 0, 1, . . . , n}, {i, j} ·7−→ max(i, j), i
τ7−→ min(i+1, n), i

τ∗7−−→ min(i+1, n), S
κ7−→ n)4

Note that the syntactic ~-algebra for the language defined by ∃∞nx a(x) is ∆n.

4.1 FO[∞] with single variable

In this section we show that languages recognized by∆n are definable in FO1[(∞j)j≤n].
It is easy to observe that the direct product of ∆n recognize exactly those lan-
guages definable in the one variable fragment.

4 As mentioned in the Preliminaries, we restrict the descriptions of derived operators
to ∆n \ {id}
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Theorem 4. Languages recognized by direct product of ∆n are exactly those
definable in FO1[(∞j)j≤n].

Proof. We first show that languages recognized by∆n are definable in FO1[(∞j)j≤n].
Let h : Σ~ → ∆n be a morphism. It suffices to show that for any element
m ∈ ∆n, h−1(m) is definable in FO1[(∞j)j≤n]. In the rest of the discussion we
adopt the convention that id < 0. Let ↑m denote the set {m′ | m′ ≥ m}. Note
that for an m < n, h−1(m) = h−1(↑m) \ h−1(↑(m+ 1)) and h−1(n) = h−1(↑n).
Therefore, it is sufficient to show that h−1(↑m) is definable in FO1[(∞j)j≤n].
For each m ∈ ∆n, we define the language L(m) as{
w | there exists a letter a in w such that h(a) = j 6= id and either j ≥ m or

there is a set of positions α labelled a such that I-rank(α) = j′ and j+ j′ ≥ m
}

The following FO1[(∞j)j≤n] sentence defines the language L(m).∨
a∈Σ, h(a)≥m

∃x a(x) ∨
∨

a∈Σ, 0≤h(a)<m

∃∞m−h(a)x a(x)

We show that L(m) = h−1(↑m) by induction on m. The base case holds since
↑id = ∆n, h−1(↑id) = Σ~ and L(id) = Σ~. To prove the induction hypothesis
assume the claim holds for all j < m. Consider a word w. By a second induction
on the height of an evaluation tree (T, h) for w we show for all words v ∈ T , v ∈
h−1(↑m) if and only if v ∈ L(m). In each of the following cases we assume that
the children of the node (if they exist) satisfy the second induction hypothesis.

1. Case v is a letter: The hypothesis clearly holds
2. Case v is a concatenation of two words v1 and v2: There are two cases

to consider - {v1, v2} ∩ h−1(↑m) 6= ∅ or not. In the first case, let for an
i ∈ {1, 2} we have h(vi) ≥ m and vi ∈ L(m). Clearly h(v) = h(v1v2) ≥ m
and v ∈ L(m). For the second case, let us assume h(v1) = i and h(v2) = j
such that i ≤ j < m and both v1, v2 /∈ L(m). From the definition of ∆n, it
follows that h(v) = h(v1v2) = j. Let the a-labelled suborderings in v1 and
v2 be α1 and α2 respectively where I-rank(α1) ≤ I-rank(α2) = j′. It follows
from the definition that I-rank(α1 + α2) = j′ and therefore v /∈ L(m).

3. Case v is an omega sequence of words 〈v1, v2, . . . , 〉 such that h(vi) = k, for
all i, and k is an idempotent (in ∆n all elements are idempotents): Firstly, if
k ≥ m and vi ∈ L(m) then clearly h(v) ≥ m and v ∈ L(m). The non-trivial
case is k = m− 1. From the second induction hypothesis vi /∈ L(m) for all i.
From the definition of ∆n, h(v) = kτ = m. We need to show that v ∈ L(m).
By first induction hypothesis, each vi has a letter ai and an ai-labelled set
of positions αi such that h(ai) + I-rank(αi) = k. Since |Σ| is finite, there
is a letter a occurring in omega many factors. Hence the a-labelled set of
positions α in v satisfies h(a)+I-rank(α) = k+1 or in other words v ∈ L(m).

4. Case v is an omega∗ sequence: This case is symmetric to the above case.
5. Case v is a perfect shuffle, h(v) = Sκ: It is easy to see that the induction

hypothesis holds if S = {id}. So, assume S ∩ {id} 6= ∅. Hence h(v) = n.
Since, there are rational number of children u where h(u) 6= id, there is a
letter a such that a-labelled set of positions in v has infinite rank or v ∈ L(n).
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Now we give the proof of the other direction. Due to the restriction of a single
variable, any quantifier free formula ϕ(x) is a boolean combination of atomic
letter predicates. Since any position has exactly one letter, we can consider ϕ(x)
to be a disjunction of the letter predicates. Consider the formula α ::= ∃∞kx∨a∈A
a(x). The language defined by α is recognized by the morphism h : Σ~ 7→ ∆n

where h(a) = 0 for all a ∈ A and h(a) = id for all a /∈ A since h−1({k, k +
1, . . . , n}) recognizes all words where the A-labelled positions have rank at least
k. We conclude by observing that languages defined by boolean combinations of
such sentences can be recognized by direct products of ∆n. ut

4.2 The general FO[∞] logic

In this section, we consider the full logic FO[(∞j)j≤n] and observe that they
define exactly those languages recognized by block products of ∆n.

Theorem 5. The languages defined by FO[(∞j)j≤n] are exactly those recognized
by finite block products of ∆n. Moreover, the languages defined by FO[∞] are
exactly those recognized by finite block products of {∆n | n ∈ N}.

Proof. We first show that languages recognizable by finite block products of ∆n

are definable in FO[(∞j)j≤n]. The proof is via induction on the number of ∆n

in an iterated block product. The base case follows from Theorem 4.

For the inductive step, consider a morphism h : Σ~ →M�∆n. Let h1 : Σ~ →
M be the induced morphism to M , and let σ be the associated transducer. By
the block product principle (see Proposition 1), any language recognized by h
is a boolean combination of languages L1 ⊆ Σ~ recognized by M and σ−1(L2)
where L2 ⊆ (M × Σ × M)~ is recognized by ∆n. By induction hypothesis,
L1 is FO[(∞j)j≤n] definable. By the base case L2 is FO[(∞j)j≤n] definable
but over the alphabet M × Σ ×M . To complete the proof, one needs to show
for any word w ∈ Σ~ and assignment s, and for any FO[(∞j)j≤n] formula ϕ
over the alphabet M × Σ ×M , there exists a FO[(∞j)j≤n] formula ϕ̂ over the
alphabet Σ such that w, s |= ϕ̂ if and only if σ(w), s |= ϕ. For instance, suppose
ϕ = ∃∞ix (m1, c,m2)(x), and inductively φm1

(resp. φm2
) are FO[(∞j)j≤n]

formula characterizing words over Σ~ that are mapped by h1 to m1 (resp. m2).
Then ϕ̂ is ∃∞ix (φm1 |<x∧c(x)∧φm2 |>x), where φm1 |<x is the formula φm1 with
all its variables relativised to less than the variable x. This way, one proves that
σ−1(L2) is FO[(∞j)j≤n] definable. This completes the proof of this direction.

We now show the other direction: a language defined by an arbitrary for-
mula ϕ ∈ FO[(∞j)j≤n] is recognized by finite block products of ∆n. For any
FO[(∞j)j≤n] formula, we can naturally consider its models w, s as words over
extended alphabets; for each free variable an 1 or 0 is added to the label of a posi-
tion in w depending on whether s assigns the corresponding free variable to that
position or not. The proof now goes via structure induction on the subformulas
φ of ϕ.
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Case φ = a(x): Then L(φ) ⊆ (A× {0, 1})~ is the set of words with a unique
position labeled (a, 1). This can be recognized by U1�U1 [1]. Since U1 divides
∆n, the hypothesis holds.

Case φ = x < y: This can also be recognized by block products of U1 [1].

Boolean combination of formula can be handled by direct product of induc-
tively defined ~-algebras.

Case φ = ∃∞ix ψ (for i ≤ n): This is the non-trivial case. Let L(ψ) ⊆
(Σ × {0, 1})~ is inductively recognized by h : (Σ × {0, 1})~ → M ∈ �∆n, that
is, there is a set F ⊆ M such that h−1(F ) = L(ψ). We prove that M�∆n

recognizes L(φ). Once again we use the block product principle. Consider two
morphisms g1 : Σ~ → M and g2 : (M × Σ ×M)~ → ∆n. Let g1(a) = h((a, 0))
and suppose g2((m1, a,m2)) equals 0 if m1·h((a, 1))·m2 ∈ F , and it equals id

otherwise. Let σ be the transducer corresponding to g1. We show that w |= φ if
and only if g2(σ(w)) ≥ i. This would imply L(φ) = σ−1(g−12 ({i, i + 1, . . . , n}))
and by the block product principle, this is recognized by M�∆n.

Let w |= φ. If αψ is the set of all positions of w where ψ is true, then
I-rank(wψ) ≥ i. Let l ∈ αψ and w(l) = a. We can split w at the position l
as w1aw2 and by logic semantics w0

1(a, 1)w0
2 |= ψ (for any u ∈ Σ~, we denote

by u0 the word over the same domain with u0[i] = (u[i], 0)). If h(w0
1) = m1

and h(w0
2) = m2, then m1·h((a, 1))·m2 ∈ F . Also, σ(w)[l] = (m1, a,m2). So, g2

maps every position l ∈ αψ to 0, and hence g2(σ(w)) ≥ i. Conversely, suppose
g2(σ(w)) ≥ i. Let α0 denote the positions of σ(w) for which g2 maps to 0. Since
g2 maps each letter to 0 or id, we get I-rank(α0) ≥ i. Let l ∈ α0. If σ(w)(l) =
(m1, a,m2), then m1·h((a, 1))·m2 ∈ F . This means ψ is true at position l for w.
Since l is any position in α0, we have that w |= φ. ut

We claim that both first order logic with cuts (FO[cut]) and weak monadic
second order logic (WMSO) can define the languages definable in FO[∞].

Theorem 6. FO[∞] ⊆ FO[cut] ∩WMSO 5

Proof. We first show by structural induction that there is an equivalent WMSO
formula for any FO[∞] formula. It is easy to observe that the hypothesis holds
for the atomic case, first order quantification and boolean combinations. Let us
consider the formula φ = ∃∞kx ψ(x). By our inductive hypothesis there is a

WMSO formula ψ̂(x) equivalent to ψ(x). We show that the WMSO formula Ψk
inductively defined is equivalent to φ: Let Ψ0 ::= ∃x ψ̂(x) and

Ψn ::= “For any finite set X = {x1, . . . , xk}, one of the intervals [−, x1], . . . ,

[xi, xi+1], . . . , [xk,−] can be split into at least two parts each satisfying Ψn−1”

This can be expressed in WMSO as follows (consec(X,x, y) says that x, y ∈ X
and x < y and there is no z ∈ X such that x < z < y. That is x and y are

5 Here, FO[∞], FO[cut], WMSO denote the languages defined by the respective logic.
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consecutive in set X):

Ψn ::=∀finX
(
∃x, y ∈ X ∃z(consec(X,x, y)→ Ψn−1[> x,< z] ∧ Ψn−1[> z,< y]) ∨

∃z
(
Ψn−1[> z,< min(X)] ∧ Ψn−1[< z]

)
∨ ∃z

(
Ψn−1[> max(X), < z] ∧ Ψn−1[> z]

))
We claim that Ψn satisfies all words where the ψ-labelled set of positions α has
I-rank(α) ≥ n. It is clearly true for the base case Ψ0. Assume the hypothesis is
true for all j < n. The formula Ψn says that for any finite number of partitions
α1, α2, . . . , αk of the ψ-labelled set of positions α, there is at least one αi that
can be split into two parts containing ψ-labelled set of positions α1

i and α2
i such

that I-rank(α1
i ) ≥ n − 1 and I-rank(α2

i ) ≥ n − 1. In short, finite partitioning
of ψ-labelled set of positions with rank n − 1 is not possible or I-rank(α) ≥ n.
Therefore the formula Ψk is equivalent to the formula φ.

Next we give an FO[cut] formula equivalent to an FO[∞] formula. Like in the
previous proof, let us look at the case φ = ∃∞kx ψ(x) where ψ(x) is equivalent to

an FO[cut] formula ψ̂(x). We show φ is equivalent to Φk where Φn is inductively

defined as: Φ0 ::= ∃x ψ̂(x) and Φn is

“There is a cut towards which there is an omega (or omega∗) sequence of factors satisying Φn−1”

This can be written in FO[cut] as follows:

∃cutx̂ ∀y < x̂ ∃z ∈ (y, x̂) Φn−1[> y,< z]
)
∨ ∃cutx̂ ∀y > x̂ ∃z ∈ (x̂, y) Φn−1[> z,< y]

The formula says there is an omega or omega∗ sequence of ψ-labelled positions
which are of rank n − 1. We now argue that the inductively defined formulas
Φn says there is a ψ-labelled set of positions α where I-rank(α) ≥ n. The base
is same as the previous case. Let us consider the formula Φn. We argue that
the first (resp. second) disjunct says there is an omega (resp. omega∗) sequence
of domains α1, α2, . . . , such that each of the αi’s are ψ-labelled positions and
I-rank(αi) ≥ n−1. The first (resp. second) disjunct guesses a cut towards which
this omega (resp. omega∗) sequence approaches. It then says that for any point
strictly before (resp. after) this cut, there is a point strictly after (resp. before)
between which there is a ψ-labelled set of positions α where I-rank(α) ≥ n− 1.
Clearly, this implies the ψ-labelled set of positions have rank ≥ n. We conclude
by observing that the FO[cut] formula Φk is equivalent to the formula φ. ut

5 No Finite Basis Theorems

The main goal of this section is to prove that FO[∞],FO[cut] and FO[cut] ∩
WMSO over countable words do not admit a block product based characteriza-
tion which uses only a finite set of ~-monoids. This is in stark contrast with the
result in [1] which shows that a language of countable words is FO-definable iff it
is recognized by a strong iteration of block product of copies of ∆0 (alternately
called U1). This is abbreviated by saying that FO has a block-product based
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characterization using a basis which contains the single ~-monoid ∆0. Notice
that, it follows from the results in the previous section that FO[∞] admits a
block product based characterization using the natural infinite basis {∆n}n∈N.

Fix a finite ~-algebra M = (M, id, ·, τ , τ ∗,κ). For every n ∈ N, we define
the operation γn : M →M which maps x to xγn . The inductive definition of γn
is as follows: xγ0 = x! and xγn = ((xγn−1)τ (xγn−1)τ

∗
)!.

Lemma 3. For each m ∈M , there exists n such that ∀n′ ≥ n,mγn = mγn′ .

Proof. Let m be an arbitrary element in a ~-monoid M. We show that there
exists an n such that for all n′ > n we have mγn = mγn′ . Consider the following
sequence: a0 = m and aj+1 = ((aj)

τ ·(aj)τ
∗
)!. Note that mγj = aj for all j.

We argue that for consecutive aj , aj+1 either aj >J aj+1 or aj+1 = aj . Let us
assume ajJ aj+1. Clearly aj+1 is R and L equivalent to aj . Therefore ajHaj+1.
Since in a J class containing a group aj��J aτj we have that the H class of aj has
cardinality one and therefore aj = aj+1. ut

We now define the gap-nesting-length of M (in notation, gnlen(M)) to be the
smallest n such that for all m ∈ M , mγn = mγn+1 . It follows from the previous
lemma that a finite ~-algebra has a finite gap-nesting-length. It is a simple
computation that, for each k, gnlen(∆k) = k. The following main technical
lemma is the key to our no-finite-basis theorems.

Lemma 4. For finite aperiodic6 ~-algebras M and N ,

1. We have, gnlen(M�N) ≤ max (gnlen(M), gnlen(N)).
2. If M divides N then gnlen(M) ≤ gnlen(N).

Before proving Lemma 4, we first recall the product and omega operations of
semidirect products from [1]. Consider two ~-algebras M = (M, id, ·, τ , τ ∗,κ)

and N = (N, îd,+, τ̂ , τ̂∗, κ̂). We denote the left and right action of M on N by
∗. The semidirect product is MnN = (M ×N, ·̃, τ̃ , τ̃∗, κ̃) where the operations
are suitable defined. We recall the product operation and the omega and omega∗

operation for an element (e, n) where e is an idempotent.

1. (m1, n1) ·̃ (m2, n2) = (m1 ·m2, n1 ∗m2 + m1 ∗ n2)
2. (e, n)τ̃ = (eτ , n ∗ eτ + (e ∗ n ∗ eτ )τ̂ )
3. (e, n)τ̃

∗
= (eτ

∗
, (eτ

∗ ∗ n ∗ e)τ̂∗ + eτ
∗ ∗ n)

The block product of M and N, denoted M�N, is the semidirect product of M
and K where K is the direct product of |M | × |M | copies of N. Note that the
underlying set of K can also be considered as NM×M : the set of all functions
from M ×M to N . We refer to [1] for action axioms over ~-algebra.

Lemma 5. Let (m, f) ∈M�N be an idempotent. Then m ∈ M is an idempo-
tent and m ∗ f ∗m is an idempotent in NM×M .

6 This means the underlying monoid of a ~-algebra is aperiodic
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Proof. Since (m, f) is an idempotent, by concatenation rule of block product
algebra, we have (m, f) = (m2, f ∗m+m∗f). Hence m = m2, that is, m ∈M is
an idempotent. Also, f = f ∗m+m∗f implies m∗f ∗m = m∗f ∗m+m∗f ∗m.
Hence, m ∗ f ∗m is an idempotent in NM×M . ut

Lemma 6. Let (m, f), (m′, f ′) ∈M�N such that (m, f) = (m′, f ′)!. Then m =
(m′)!. Further, if M is aperiodic, then m ∗ f ∗m = (m ∗ f ′ ∗m)!.

Proof. Suppose k is an idempotent power of (m′, f ′). So m = (m′)k and f =∑k−1
i=0 (m′)i ∗ f ′ ∗ (m′)k−i−1. By Lemma 5, m is an idempotent, so m = (m′)!.

If M is aperiodic, then (m′)j = m for j ≥ k. Hence m∗f ∗m = (m∗f ′ ∗m)k.
By Lemma 5, m ∗ f ∗m is an idempotent. So m ∗ f ∗m = (m ∗ f ′ ∗m)!. ut

Lemma 7. Consider ~-algebra M has compatible left and right actions on ~-algebra
P. Let m,m′ ∈M and p ∈ P . Then m ∗ pγn ∗m′ = (m ∗ p ∗m′)γn

Proof. We first prove that m ∗ p! ∗ m′ = (m ∗ p ∗ m′)!. By action axioms for
concatenation, it is easy to see that m ∗ pk ∗m′ = (m ∗ p ∗m′)k for any natural
number k ≥ 1. Note that there exists k ∈ N such that pk = p! and (m∗p∗m′)k =
(m ∗ p ∗m′)!. Then m ∗ p! ∗m′ = m ∗ pk ∗m′ = (m ∗ p ∗m′)k = (m ∗ p ∗m′)!.

The proof is now by induction on n. For n = 0, we have m ∗ pγ0 ∗ m =
m ∗ p! ∗m = (m ∗ p ∗m)! = (m ∗ p ∗m)γ0 .

For the inductive step, note that

m ∗ pγn ∗m′ = m ∗ ((pγn−1)τ ·(pγn−1)τ
∗
)! ∗m′ defn. of γn

= (m ∗ ((pγn−1)τ ·(pγn−1)τ
∗
) ∗m′)!

= ((m ∗ (pγn−1)τ ∗m′)·(m ∗ (pγn−1)τ
∗
∗m′))! action axiom for ·

= ((m ∗ (pγn−1) ∗m′)τ ·(m ∗ (pγn−1) ∗m′)τ
∗
)! action axiom for τ , τ ∗

= (((m ∗ p ∗m′)γn−1)τ ·((m ∗ p ∗m′)γn−1)τ
∗
)! induction hypothesis

= (m ∗ p ∗m′)γn defn. of γn

This completes the proof. ut

Lemma 8. Consider (m, f), (m′, f ′) ∈ M�N such that (m, f) = (m′, f ′)γn .
Then m = (m′)γn . If M is aperiodic, then m ∗ f ∗m = (m ∗ f ′ ∗m)γn .

Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For the base case of n = 0, we have
(m, f) = (m′, f ′)γ0 = (m′, f ′)!. By Lemma 6, m = (m′)! = mγ0 and if M is
aperiodic, m ∗ f ∗m = (m ∗ f ′ ∗m)! = (m ∗ f ′ ∗m)γ0 . This proves the base case.

For the inductive step, let (m, f) = (m′, f ′)γn = ((m′, f ′)γn−1)γ1 . Also let
(e, g) = (m′, f ′)γn−1 . So (m, f) = (e, g)γ1 . By induction hypothesis, e = (m′)γn−1

and m = eγ1 implying m = ((m′)γn−1)γ1 = (m′)γn . If M is aperiodic, then by
induction hypothesis, e ∗ g ∗ e = (e ∗ f ′ ∗ e)γn−1 and m ∗ f ∗m = (m ∗ g ∗m)γ1 .
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Note that since m = eγ1 = (eτ ·eτ∗)!, we have m·e = e·m = m. Therefore

m ∗ f ∗m = (m ∗ g ∗m)γ1

= (m ∗ (e ∗ g ∗ e) ∗m)γ1

= (m ∗ (e ∗ f ′ ∗ e)γn−1 ∗m)γ1

= ((m ∗ f ′ ∗m)γn−1)γ1

= (m ∗ f ′ ∗m)γn

This completes the proof. ut

Proof (of Lemma 4).
We first prove the first case. Consider two aperiodic ~-monoids M and N

such that max (gnlen(M), gnlen(N)) = k ∈ N. We show that gnlen(M�N) ≤ k.
Note that, for any m ∈M and any n ∈ N, mγk = mγk+1 and nγk = nγk+1 .

Let (m, f) ∈ M�N be an arbitrary element. We show that (m, f)γk =
(m, f)γk+1 . Let (e, g) = (m, f)γk . Then (e, g)γ1 = (m, f)γk+1 . Also by Lemma 8,
e = mγk and e∗ g ∗ e = (e∗f ∗ e)γk . Since M and N have gap-nesting-length less
than or equal to k, we get e = mγk = mγk+1 = eγ1 and e ∗ g ∗ e = (e ∗ f ∗ e)γk =
(e ∗ f ∗ e)γk+1 = (e ∗ g ∗ e)γ1 . Now we use the fact that in any ~-algebra x = xγ1

implies xJxτ and xJxτ
∗

and that further implies x = xτ ·xτ∗ . See [5] for the
details regarding the simple proof of this property based on Green’s relations.

Therefore we have e = eτ ·eτ∗ and e ∗ g ∗ e = (e ∗ g ∗ e)τ + (e ∗ g ∗ e)τ∗ .
Since (e, g) is an idempotent by definition of the γi operation, we get that e is
an idempotent in M by Lemma 5. Therefore

(e, g)τ ·(e, g)τ
∗

= (eτ eτ
∗
, g ∗ eτ eτ

∗
+ (e ∗ g ∗ eτ eτ

∗
)τ + (eτ eτ

∗
∗ g ∗ e)τ

∗
+ eτ eτ

∗
∗ g)

= (e, g ∗ e+ (e ∗ g ∗ e)τ + (e ∗ g ∗ e)τ
∗

+ e ∗ g)

= (e, g ∗ e+ e ∗ g ∗ e+ e ∗ g)

= (e, g)3

= (e, g)

Hence (m, f)γk+1 = (e, g)γ1 = (e, g) = (m, f)γk . This completes the proof for the
block product operation.

Now we prove the second case. If M is a subalgebra of N, then the prop-
erty is easily verified. Let’s suppose h : N → M is a surjective morphism, and
gnlen(N) = k. For any m ∈ M, there exists n ∈ N such that h(n) = m. It is
straightforward to check that mγk = h(nγk) = h(nγk+1) = mγk+1 . This com-
pletes the proof. ut

Corollary 1. FO[(∞j)j≤n] ( FO[(∞j)j≤n+1].

Proof. By Theorem 5, the syntactic ~-algebra M of any FO[(∞j)j≤n]-definable
language divides a block product of copies of ∆n. By Lemma 4 and the fact
that gnlen(∆k) = n, gnlen(M) ≤ n. Note that, ∆n+1 is the syntactic ~-algebra
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for the language L defined by the FO[(∞j)j≤n+1] formula ∃∞n+1x a(x). As
gnlen(∆n+1) = n+ 1, it follows that L cannot be defined in FO[(∞j)j≤n]. ut

Theorem 7. There is no finite basis for a block product based characterization
for any of these logical systems FO[∞],FO[cut],FO[cut] ∩WMSO.

Proof. Fix one of the logics L mentioned in the statement of the theorem. It
follows from Theorem 6 and the algberaic chacterization [5] of FO[cut] that the
syntactic ~-algebras of L-definable languages are aperiodic. Now suppose, for
contradiction, let L admit a finite basis B of aperiodic ~-algebras for its block
product based chacterization. Since B is finite, there exists n ∈ N such that for
all ~-algebras M in B, gnlen(M) ≤ n. It follows by Lemma 4 that the syntactic
~-algebra N of every L-definable language has the property gnlen(N) ≤ n.

Now consider the language L defined by the FO[∞] sentence φ = ∃∞n+1x a(x).
By Theorem 6, L is L-definable. Hence, the gap-nesting-length of the syntactic
~-algebra K of L is less than or equal to n. However, K is simply ∆n+1 and
gnlen(∆m+1) = n+ 1. This leads to a contradiction. ut
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